
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

December 11, 2012 

 

The Honorable Jerry Pullen 

Mayor, City of Sikeston 

105 E Center Street 

Sikeston, MO 63801 

 

RE:  Repeal City’s Breed-Specific Dog Laws 
 

Dear Mayor Pullen and Members of the Sikeston City Council: 

 

The American Kennel Club (AKC) writes on behalf of responsible dog owners in Sikeston to respectfully ask 

you to consider repealing the city’s breed-specific dog ordinances.  We urge you to instead focus on general 

dangerous dog laws that would hold all owners responsible for the behavior of their pets, regardless of the breed 

they choose to own.    

 

Breed-specific laws have proven ineffective across the United States and around the world.  These laws force 

animal control officers to become dog breed identification experts and to spend their time enforcing laws for 

specific breeds, rather than focusing on true animal problems in the community.   

 

Our experience and that of many communities across the country has also demonstrated that strong enforcement 

of nuisance, leash, and other general animal control laws prove more effective in addressing animal control 

concerns than breed-specific policies.  This, combined with public education programs designed to teach pet 

ownership responsibility, would hold all pet owners accountable and prove a more effective solution to 

dangerous dog and animal control concerns.  In addition, the city’s municipal code already has some general 

dangerous dog definitions.  This section could be modified to hold owners of truly dangerous dogs accountable 

without punishing residents whose dogs have not proven to be a problem in the city.   

 

I have enclosed some materials that outline the inherent problems with breed-specific policies and propose 

alternative solutions that are both more effective and fairer to responsible dog owners.   

 

The American Kennel Club would welcome the opportunity to work with you to develop public education 

programs and non-breed specific dangerous dog regulations that ensure the safety of the community without 

infringing on the rights of responsible pet owners. Please do not hesitate to contact me or the AKC Government 

Relations Team directly at 919-816-3720 or doglaw@akc.org if we can be of assistance. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Sheila Goffe 

Director, Government Relations  


